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About
Directly from our heart and our desire to innovate. From our
experience and expertise. From our enthusiasm to participate
in creating your perfect home... Thus Dressy was born, as the
dream of a few, that comes true to realize the dream of many
others. We managed that the elegance and character of metal
find the path to merge with the purity and delicacy of wood at
the same time meets the versatility of ceramic which convey
from the force of the stone up to the personality of the oxide. Our
furniture was born of this beautiful alliance, where avant-garde
and character connect with warmth and harmony, creating a
product designed to captivate.
Sharing the experience and know-how from Dressy with the
creativity and professionalism of Yonoh and Santiago Industrial
Design. Born out of this successful co-operation is the new
Catalogue. Versatile and timeless designs that evoke unique
sensations. Designs of great personality and elegance created to
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inspire...Designs that perfectly fit the Dressy Collection`s spirit.

GALERA
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The Galera chair from Dressy collection is a piece with a fully upholstered shell and
removable cushion available in a wide range of upholstery such as leather, velvet or synthetic, among others. This shell has been designed with rounded and polite shapes to
ensure great comfort in the sitting position. The cone-shaped legs can be painted in the
28 colours from our metal catalogue.
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GALERA chair.

GALERA chair.

DUERO table and GALERA chairs.
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MERLOT

MERLOT table and LAP 4012 chairs.

Attractive extending table with ceramic top and avant-garde design, which offers 14 fixed sizes and
another 14 extending sizes. Known for being the pioneer in the use of ceramic table top, Dressy offers
numerous possibilities for high quality tops simulating cement, rust or marble finishes among many
others. Moreover, the wide variety of colors available for the fram helps to conceive the perfect model
for contract and home ambiences.

MERLOT table and LAP 4012 chairs.
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MERLOT

MERLOT table and LAP 4012 chairs.

Attractive extending table with ceramic top and avant-garde design, which offers 14 fixed sizes and
another 14 extending sizes. Known for being the pioneer in the use of ceramic table top, Dressy offers
numerous possibilities for high quality tops simulating cement, rust or marble finishes among many
others. Moreover, the wide variety of colors available for the fram helps to conceive the perfect model
for contract and home ambiences.

MERLOT table and LAP 4012 chairs.
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MERLOT table and LAP 4012 chairs.

MERLOT table and LAP 4011 chairs.

MERLOT table and LAP 4011 chairs.
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LAP

LAP 4011 chair / LAP 4012 chair / LAP 4051 chair / LAP 4052 chair.

Don’t you know the new model designed by Santiago Sevillano yet? Imagine a seat that perfectly fits to your body in a protector embrace. Imagine the legs, either of wood or metal, but both
rising delicately from the lower part to reach the floor. Now, imagine the seat shell, upholstered with great care and designed painstakingly. Have you already drawn it in your mind?
Great, now imagine yourself, admiring every detail while its padding embrace you carefully
and feel at home. There is no better feeling.
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LAP chairs 4052 and MERLOT table.

LAP chairs 4012 and JOIN table.

LAP chairs 4052 and STAY table.

Designed by Santiago Sevillano.
- SANTIAGO SEVILLANO INDUSTRIAL DESIGN 14
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LAP 4011 chair / LAP 4012 chair.
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Two sort of legs (wooden or metal) and two kinds of seat (seat fully upholstered with removable
cushion and lacquered seat with removable upholstery) options coupled with the myriad of possible finishes offers multiple options to create that unique piece that fits perfectly in every house.

LAP 4051 chair / LAP 4052 chair.
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JOIN
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JOIN table / LAP 4052 chairs / STAY table.

JOIN table and LAP 4052 chairs.

JOIN table.
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JOIN table.

Designed by Álex Selma and Clara del Portillo.
- YONOH Studio -
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JOIN is a H-35 coffee table that becomes a timeless collection combining style and
simplicity. It is designed by YONOH studio and it is available in many measures including
round, rectangular, square and oval ceramic top.

JOIN table.
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STAY
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Fixed table designed by the Dressy design team. Its cutting-edge frame is
made of aluminium, ideal for the three types of ceramic top table in which
it is available: rectangular, oval and barrel-shaped. Its table top is made of
ceramic laminated with glass.

STAY table and LAP 4052 chairs.

STAY table and LAP 4052 chairs.
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STAY table and LAP 4052 chairs.

STAY table and LAP 4052 chairs.
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DUERO
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The most versatile table of Dressy. Designed with robustness but maintaining an impressive elegance. Its table top is made of ceramic laminated with glass and can be round, square,
rectangular, oval and barrel-shaped. It is available in 27 sizes.
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DUERO table and LAP 4052 chairs.

DUERO table and LAP 4051 chairs.
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DUERO table and TAIGA chairs.

DUERO table and GALERA chairs.
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DUERO table and GALERA chairs.
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www.dressy.design

Ctra. N340, km. 704,4. 03330 - Crevillent (Alicante). Spain.
info@dressy.design - T. (0034) 965 40 70 05 - F. (0034) 965 40 65 03

